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Unrivalled connectivity
• 90% of the UK’s market within four hours. 
• HS2 London to within 45 minutes. 

215,000 more homes, 500,000 more jobs, connected by 
large scale investment in transport and connectivity. 

The future of Britain. The youngest population outside 
London, with over 30% under 25.

Our city centres are thriving – supported by massive 
investment, and the legacy of the 2022 Commonwealth 
Games and 2021 City of Culture that is ours to build.  

We have 12 Universities teaching 65,000 graduates every 
year. Over 70% of college leavers who live here return to 
work here. 

Major part of the UK economy: the largest Combined 
Authority economy, £87.5bn GVA and 20% growth in the 
last 5 years.

Our cities are built on industry and they are now perfectly 
positioned for the future. We are a region built on social 
connection, on collaboration.

A high-tech, three-city region – the birthplace of the 
industrial revolution, and now the UK of the 21st century. 

The West Midlands is on a mission to deliver. Opportunity to 
integrate large scale investment and maximise impact

West Midlands Renaissance
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The UK Industrial Strategy 
What does the Industrial Strategy do?

• Five ‘foundations of productivity’- with policies and funding aligned to each 

• Four ‘grand challenges’ as our potential ‘growth industries of the future’

• Ask for Local Industrial Strategies by 2019, led by Mayor

What doesn’t it do?

• Second-guess local strategies - this is an opportunity

• Offer much more than a high level framework

• Provide a blueprint for the productivity puzzle

• Provide a UK response to Brexit



What are trying to achieve?
Mayor, LA Leaders and LEP Chairs have agreed overall approach.  Strategy development will be led by the SEP 
Board and signed off by CA board. Co-designed with business partners.  CA and LEPs joint project team. 

Overall Aim:

Drive continued business growth and 
productivity improvements across the West 
Midlands, in way that ensures all our residents 
and communities feel the benefits.

5 principles:

1. Uniquely of the West Midlands – Precise about specific specialisms and 
opportunities (e.g. not just “Life Sciences”, but “Health Diagnostics, 
Devices and Testing” and action focussed for each. 

2. Focus on impact (e.g. how do we maximize innovation impact on the 
value chain, where are there new or unconnected supply chains e.g. 
digital and mobility). 

3. Be explicit about how we will create the conditions for inclusive growth 
and productivity.

4. Be bold about our investment in human capital – as both the single 
biggest driver of growth and an area in which the WM is innovating 
around skills, leadership, mobility and inclusion. 

5. Build on existing LEP and CA strategies.  Not start all over again……



West Midlands Industrial Strategy on a page
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HS2 Connectivity Package, Freight Strategy, Bus Alliance, West Midlands 
Rail, CAV, Midland Metro Extensions, Swift

Innovation WMCA Innovation Board

Digital WMCA Digital Board

Skills Regional Skills Plan 

Trade & Investment West Midlands Growth Company Investment Strategy

Sector actions plans  - prioritising specific specialisms 

Housing Delivery and Employment Land Housing Deal, housing package, Employment land study

Energy Regional Energy Strategy, Energy Capital
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Resource productivity – materials,
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Improved places – natural capital
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Sector Action Plans
Sector Action Plans will be the culmination of 
research, analysis, input from experts, academia 
and led by business. 

They will be authoritative sources on the actions 
and investments required to unlock productivity 
growth and future opportunities for the sector in 
the West Midlands.

• First drafts of BPFS, life sciences, automotive, 
aerospace, metals & materials, construction and 
creative by end of May.

• Co-designed with BEIS sequentially building on 
learnings and connecting with National sector 
teams.

Snapshot of Life Sciences Action Plan early thinking…

Identifies the region’s comparative advantages and competitive 
strengths for the design, development and manufacture, 
testing and prototyping of complex medical device and 
diagnostic products and services. 

The action plan is intended to unlock the potential of these 
comparative regional strengths and the region’s clinical, 
academic and industrial capabilities including so that the West 
Midlands can play a lead role in developing the technologies 
and industries needed to address the Industrial Strategy Grand 
Challenges of ‘AI and Data Economy’ and an ‘Ageing Society’.

Identifies four pillars of intervention around FDI, skills, 
enterprise and innovation. 

E.g. Cluster development around Birmingham Science Park, 
investment community for life sciences including one or more 
large Patient Capital Funds and Angel Investors
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Artificial 
Intelligence 
• Industry in its own right and a 

key enabler across sectors (e.g. 

in high value manufacturing 

(HWM))

• Can create good quality jobs & 

drive up productivity 

• Full factory automation and data 

analysis can make factories up 

to 50% more efficient, and 

WMCA has very high proportion 

of HVM

• Govt investing over

£75m on AI

Clean Growth
• Maximising locally the global 

shift to cleaner growth

• Industries to be transformed; 

automotive, construction and 

aerospace supply chains need to 

adapt

• Benefits on wider society –

accelerate recent WMCA decline 

in carbon emissions: reduced by 

25% (2013-14)

• £220m Clean Air Fund will be 

open to LAs, with £400m on 

Charging Infrastructure

Mobility
•On the cusp of a profound change 

in how we move people, goods 

and services  

•Driven by engineering innovation, 

much of which taking place in the 

WM

•Opportunity to reduce congestion 

across & thus improve productivity

•Local supply chains need to be fit 

for mobility shifts 

•WM central to this - recent award 

of £31m to create testing 

infrastructure for CAV

Ageing Society 
• Harnessing the power of 

innovation to meet the needs of 

ageing society

• Ageing populations will create 

new demands for technologies, 

products and services

• Strong and growing health/life 

sciences assets in WM

‘Grand Challenges’

The Industrial Strategy will include the WM response to the Grand Challenges – developed with universities and 

businesses.



Low Carbon Technology

• World class university-led 
research with National 
Battery Prototype Centre and 
National Automotive Centre, 
both in Coventry

• Advanced Propulsion Centre, 
Warwick

• Specialisms in heating and cooling 
systems, fuel cells and batteries

Aerospace

• A global centre for aerospace 
design and manufacture

• 25% of UK aerospace sector 
based in Midlands

• 70 local companies support global 
players Airbus, BAE Systems, 
Boeing

• Meggit investing £130m in 
Coventry

Automotive

• UK’s premier centre for 
automotive with firms employing 
46,500 people

• Birmingham, Coventry and 
Warwickshire support more 
automotive jobs than any other 
LEP areas

• Business growth of 12% over last 
2 years – outperforming UK as a 
whole

Materials

• Largest concentration of 
materials-related jobs in the 
UK

• Unrivalled expertise in composite 
materials

• 2,000 materials companies
• Rolls Royce technology centre, 

Birmingham

Gaming and AI

• 40 gaming companies in 
Silicon Spa

• 1,560 computer science 
grads/year

• Serious Games Institute, Coventry 
University

• Local universities at cutting edge 
of AI and VR research

Life Sciences

• Devices, Diagnostics and 
testing

• 13,000 life science companies
• 7,400 medical grads/year
• Queen Elizabeth Hospital – one of 

largest hospitals in Europe and 
includes national Institute of 
Translational Medicine

Business, Professional and 
Financial Services

• One of largest full service 
clusters in Europe

• A base for major institutions such 
as Lloyds Bank, Deutsche Bank 
and HSBC

• Cutting-edge city centre space 
attracts big players

• Employs 260,000 people

Creative

• Largest jewellery and high-
value ‘maker’ cluster in the UK

• Also, dance and performance 
clusters centred on RSC and 
Birmingham Royal Ballet

• 350+ creatives in Digbeth Creative 
Quarter, Birmingham

• 6,860 creative businesses (second 
only to GMCA)

Sector Specialisms



Timetable

Scoping

February

Action plan 
development

March

• Analyse current 
strengths, future 
opportunities, 
requirements, etc.

• Develop 
overarching 
narrative 

• Potential 
Statement of 
Intent with 
Government 

First phase 
action plans 
developed

Consolidate 
and review 

May

• Review initial action 
plans and identify 
gaps.

• Research to fill gaps

Consolidate 
and review

June

Interim Publication
Workshops with 
sector 
groups/LEPs/CA

Co-design 
and 

consultation

June/July

• Deepen 
engagement 
process

Strategy 
development

August -
November

• Produce reference 
document

• Draft document for 
September CA 
Board

• Launch Local 
Industrial Strategy

• Autumn Budget  

April

• Sector groups 
convened, with 
some plans fast-
tracked

• Review evidence 
base

• Identify headline 
priorities for early 
development



Emerging Priorities

A number of business workshops and discussions have happened already. Ideas and potential priorities that have 
emerged:

1. Be specific about our sector specialisms and business opportunities.
2. Maximise the impact of ongoing and planned investments and interventions in infrastructure, skills and housing
3. Give clarity and certainty about public sector investment
4. Set a clear approach to business and university research and innovation
5. Support leadership skills in businesses including more diverse leadership
6. A regional approach to increase trade and exports
7. Improve access to finance
8. Support and strengthen local supply chains
9. Drive more inclusive growth across the West Midlands
10. Show the strengths and contribution of our different places



Questions for discussion

Business success is central to our Industrial Strategy. We therefore need your ideas –

1. What are our key assets and business opportunities?

2. What’s your view of these opportunities from the perspective of your business?

3. What does your business need to grow?

4. What should we be aiming for/trying to achieve? (examples on previous slide)

5. Are there one or two things that would make the greatest difference to growth and productivity?



During the development and consultation process:
• Look out for relevant events run by your local LEP and partners
• Use your existing event to invite a speaker or raise awareness of 

the WM Industrial Strategy with your stakeholders and networks
• Help with gaps in the evidence base

For further information:
www.wmca.org.uk
Director of Industrial Strategy patrick.white@wmca.org.uk
Interim Head of Environment s.slater@swm.org.uk

http://www.wmca.org.uk/
mailto:patrick.white@wmca.org.uk
mailto:s.slater@swm.org.uk

